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1.0 QUESTION 1

1.1 Do you disagree with any of the Valued Components identified?  Provide detailed
reasons why you think these Valued Components are appropriate or inappropriate.

The Valued Components identified are appropriate. These are the ones that have been
identified as being important on other northern projects, by the Yellowknife Dene First
Nations, North Slave Metis Alliance, various governmental regulatory staff, and through
issues scoping exercises.  This has been a refining process over the years since 1997,
when BHP first went through this process. 

2.0 QUESTION 2

2.1 Do you agree with the activities considered in the consultant’s study?

The existing, proposed and foreseeable activities and developments considered in Section
4.5 are appropriate.  However, Snowfield would like to take this opportunity to expand
on the record of past activities and development. It is inappropriate not to recognize the
history and impact of exploration activities in the regional area. Commodities are where
they are discovered. If economic amounts of gold were not discovered in 1935 on the
west side of Yellowknife Bay, life and infrastructure would be very different on the north
shore of Great Slave Lake today. Wage-related exploration activities important to
Northerners include prospecting, camp construction, line cutting and claim staking as
well as service and contract opportunities. 

Appended is a two-page list of recorded mineral claims on Crown Land in the Drybones
Bay area reaching back more than 60 years (Beauregard, 2003a).

Nowhere in the regional CE report is the following beneficial fact noted. The prior winter
trails, established by exploration companies in the Drybones Bay area, experience a fair
bit of skidoo traffic for traditional uses such as muskrat trapping, moose hunting and
wood cutting.
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3.0 QUESTION 3

3.1 Do you consider the list of potential cumulative effects to be complete?

The list of potential cumulative effects (Table 17) is very complete. No others are
suggested.  Most of the specific activities of greatest relevance today were provided in
the Developer’s Assessment Report.

4.0 QUESTION 4

4.1 Which cumulative effects predictions do you agree or disagree with?

Other than Table 17, Snowfield’s reviewers could not find predictions on possible
cumulative impacts in the Gartner Lee report.  Table 17 does not provide any sense of
scope nor does it quantify the small-scale, short-term, reversible nature of proposed
exploration activities. For size, scale and duration of our activities, please refer to
Amendment and Additions to Snowfield Development Corp.’s Developers Agreement
Report (DAR), pg 14, Table 3, Impact Significance for All Wildlife Species, as well as
6.0 Section L (Cumulative Effects) in general.

Snowfield has difficulties with, or disagrees, with the following cumulative effects
predictions. 

4.1.1 Caribou

Caribou is an appropriate VC.  However, some of the effects predictions
supporting this VC are questionable.

4.1.1.1 Exposure: Tree Removal

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 7 Caribou, page 38.  Exposure: Tree removal.  

The extent of tree removal is going to be negligible in terms of the environment.
The overall effect is going to be much less than the impact of naturally occurring
fires.  Exposure due to tree removal is not a legitimate concern.
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4.1.1.2 Uncertainty: Interference with cultural use of the land as in loss of
access to resource is unknown

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 7 Caribou, page 38.  Uncertainty: Interference with
cultural use of the land as in loss of access to resource is unknown.  This issue has
some certainty.  In recent times, the majority of caribou have been harvested
along the Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter Road, and snowmobile routes off this
winter road (EBA  2002).  Consequently, the north shore of Great Slave Lake has
experienced a reduction in hunting pressure. 

4.1.1.3 Table 17, page 64 Habitat Fragmentation

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 17 Caribou, page 64.  Habitat fragmentation/loss is
a non-issue.  The extent will be much less than that naturally generated by forest
fire.   

4.1.2 Moose

Moose in an appropriate VC.  However, some of the effects predictions
supporting this VC are questionable.

4.1.2.1 Habitat Use: Island in Drybones Area Used for Birthing

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 7 Moose, page 39.  Habitat use: Islands in
Drybones area used for birthing.  This statement is not referenced and, thus, is
problematic.  

Moose require security from predators and insects. During calving, as well as
other periods throughout the year, they avoid predators, including humans, in
forest or shrub stands tall enough to provide visual cover and therefore reduce
detection (Van Ballenberghe 1987).  It is unlikely that these Islands in Drybones
Bay are any more important than the mainland; and, in fact, based on existing
habitat they should be less important for moose birthing than the surrounding
mainland.  These islands are predominantly exposed rock, sparse trees with some
shrubs in the lower lying areas.     
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4.1.2.2 Habitat Use: Prime Moose Habitat Known to be at Wool Bay and
Moose Bay

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 7 Moose, page 39.  Habitat use: Prime moose
habitat known to be at Wool Bay and Moose Bay.  This statement is not
referenced and, thus, is problematic.  

The term “Prime” as in Prime moose habitat is perhaps over emphasizing the
importance of the area.  Moose are primarily browsers and they require abundant
food supplies juxtaposed with security cover.  Browse quality is highest with
deciduous shrubs and trees, consequently conifer-dominated landscapes are
suboptimal moose habitat.

Moose habitats can be broadly categorized as 1) fire-influenced, 2) non- or
limited-fire influenced, or 3) aquatic (Peek 1998). Within the first two (forested)
habitats, moose generally prefer semi-open successional stages with an abundance
of browse. Such sites are commonly found on floodplains and in riparian areas or
wetlands, as well as in regenerating burns. Use of aquatic habitats may occur
during all non-winter months, but generally peaks during late June to early
August when plant nutrition and digestibility are highest (Peek 1998). This period
coincides with the peak of insect harassment and moose may seek relief in water
for this reason as well.

Densities are relatively low in NWT, ranging from 3 to 17 moose per 100 km²
(Graf 1992;  RWED manuscript reports).  The quality of habitat in the area of
Wool Bay and Moose Bay may be good compared with the habitat throughout the
region.  

4.1.2.3 Uncertainty – Wildlife: Sensitive to Removal of Forest Cover

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 7 Moose, page 39.  Uncertainty - Wildlife:
Sensitive to removal of forest cover.  This statement may be taken out of context
from its original source. 

Moose are generally associated most closely with early successional forest stages,
and they respond positively to uplands that were recently burned.  The optimal
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successional stage for browse production in the boreal forest occurs between 11
and 30 years post-fire, and generally peaks at around 15 years (Franzmann 2000),
although these values are probably regionally variable (LeResche and Davis
1973).  Moose densities often increase substantially following fires (Peek 1998).

Therefore, moose densities typically demonstrate a positive response to early
successional stages, like those created by fire, winter trails and cut lines.  

Only minor amounts of forest cover will be removed during this exploration
program.  “Sensitive to removal of forest cover” is not a legitimate issue for
moose under “Uncertainty – wildlife.” 

4.1.2.4 Table 17, Page 64 Habitat Fragmentation

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 17 Moose, page 64.  Habitat fragmentation/loss is a
non-issue.  The extent will be much less than that naturally generated by forest
fire.

4.1.3 Furbearers

Furbearers are an appropriate VC.  However, some of the species listed are
perhaps inappropriate based on the criteria Gartner Lee used in defining the VCs.

4.1.3.1 Species List

Gartner Lee states that VCs were selected based on “Which VECs (sic) have a
regional aspect to them?”

Muskrats and beavers, while important ecologically and economically, cannot be
considered to possess a regional aspect.  Hypothetically, if muskrats and beavers
were to decline within the claim blocks as a result of human activity, their
respective regional populations would not decline, and regional economic income
would not likely be reduced.  In fact, local income may increase, albeit
marginally, as a result of harvesting these species due to easier access to the
resource. 
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4.1.3.2 Habitat Fragmentation

Gartner Lee states (page 39) that exposure is an issue as a result of habitat
fragmentation.  

Habitat fragmentation occurs when large blocks of vegetation are removed from
the forest cover.  The extent of forest removal in exploration work is very minor.
The impact from these activities will be limited to small, “site specific,” areas.  It
will not have any measurable impact at the local or regional area for any species,
whether that be plants or animals. 

The habitat already exists in the form of a mosaic pattern; rock outcrops, open
canopy forest in the uplands, with denser vegetation along the wetlands, riparian
zones and gullies between the outcrops.  Habitat fragmentation is not going to
happen and thus, should not be an issue.

4.1.3.3 Interference with cultural use of the land as in loss of access to
resources is unknown

Gartner Lee states (page 39) that interference with cultural use of the land as in
loss of access to resource is unknown.  This should not be an issue as cultural use
and access are not restricted by exploration activities.

4.1.4 Waterfowl

4.1.4.1 Table 17, Page 64 Habitat Fragmentation

In Gartner Lee’s report, Table 17 waterfowl, page 64.  For most species of
waterfowl, past, present and proposed activities do not effect most species of
waterfowl due to forest cover.  For those waterfowl that nest in forested cover,
habitat fragmentation/loss still remains a non-issue.  The extent will be much less
than that naturally generated by forest fire.
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4.1.5 Fish

The potential cumulative effects identified for fish are appropriate.  Snowfield
believes that the present proposed activities by all companies will not impact the
water quality of fish habitat.  Please see Snowfield’s DAR, page 29.

5.0 QUESTION 5

5.1 Do you consider the information sources consulted to be complete?

Sources not consulted include:

• Bibliography of Aquatic Research in the Great Slave Lake Region (Warkentin  2000); 

• GEOSCAN (Geological Survey of Canada database); 

• GEOREF (earth science database); 

• NORMIN (GNWT-INAC NWT database), NWT Geology, CS Lord Geoscience
Center, Yellowknife, NWT and

• Company Assessment Report Library held by INAC, CS Lord Geoscience Center

Appended are references to four Geological Survey of Canada studies performed at
Drybones Bay.  Of note to possible future baseline study or taiga forest research is a
report on a biogeochemical spruce bark sampling program (GSC Open File D3919, 1
CD).

Appended is an one-page MS Excel table summarizing 35 reports of mineral claim
assessments performed by claim holders in the Drybones Bay area (Beauregard, 2003b).
A 14 page NORMIN.DB summary reference report print-out is also appended. The
amount of work filed for assessment purposes with the Government of Canada totals
$1,323,311 which reflects perhaps half of the total amount of exploration expenditures
spent to date in Drybones Bay area. These expenditures were primarily for local services,
goods and wages.
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Other than an appreciation of the amount of small-scale, short-term exploration work
performed to date in the Drybones Bay area, the appended information should not change
the cumulative effect predictions of the regional CE report.

6.0 QUESTION 6

6.1 Will you commit to any of the mitigative measures proposed to avoid or reduce
potential effects?

Snowfield will act in conjunction with the other companies active in the area with regards
to a winter ice road. 

Snowfield will participate in consultation to avoid heritage sites. Once again, please note
all studies-to-date show no heritage sites within the boundaries of Snowfield’s claim
areas.

Most of the mitigative measures proposed in Table 27 are site-specific directives that are
required by regulation. 

There are some aspects of Table 27 that are incorrect or outdated from ongoing
consultation between MVEIRB and the company:

• Camp

- The proposed tent-frame camp at Pebble Beach has not been previously
established nor permitted. Upon completion of the Land Use Permit, the
company would either turn the tent-frames over to aboriginal interests or
remove the camp, as directed.

• Drilling

- The company will proceed per Table 27 and regulations.

• Waste Management

- The company will proceed per Table 27 and regulations.
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• Line Cutting

- Minor line-cutting will occur at a number of targets in the 5 claim packages
held by Snowfield.  Any reference to “17 grids up to 1 km square” by Gartner
Lee is incorrect.  However, a grid up to 1 km square in area may be cut if an
additional kimberlite body is found.  If and when a grid is cut, the impact of
cleared narrow cut-lines is reversed by the growth of alders and spruce within
5 years.

• Not spelled out previously to MVEIRB was how the company intends to evaluate
“drill targets” from the stage of magnetic anomalies as presented to MVEIRB (for
four of the five claim packages) to actual, justifiable drill sites.

1. Magnetic Anomaly (selected from airborne geophysical survey)
2. Ground Geophysical Survey (one cut line up to 500 m long, 1.5 m in width or

less) and/or Till Sampling (no cut lines)
3. Drill Site Selection (Y/N, dependent on results)
4. Drill Pad (100 square m if in trees, 10 square m if in the open)

• Winter Trails

- Winter trails or onshore tote roads are not discussed in Table 27 of the
regional CE report.

- With Amendment and Additions to Snowfield Development Corp.’s
Developers Agreement Report (DAR), pg 30, Table 6, Foot Print Size of
Project Activities, the company has asked for an amendment of the original
application for winter trails to 2 ha, derived from 4 km of new winter trails
cleared up to 5 m in width, for ground access to future drill sites in the Mud
Lake Claim Group. Pre-existing winter trails would be used as much as
possible as well as ground access via lakes and open swamps. Elsewhere, drill
sites would be accessed and supported by helicopter.

• Kimberlite Bulk Sampling

- The kimberlite complex recently discovered by drilling at Mud Lake is near-
surface or from 17.5 to 36.7 m below ground. It is not known at this time if
the kimberlite reaches surface, perhaps buried under a thin veneer of
overburden. If this should prove to be the case, the company expects to
continue with the normal exploration practice known as trenching. Trenching
would enable the collection of a sample of 180 cubic m in size or 500 tonnes
in weight. The footprint of such an endeavour would be about the size of a
drill site, or an area of 100 to 200 square m. Upon completion, the trench(es)
would be buried and reclaimed.
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7.0 QUESTION 7

7.1 Please indicate if there are any additional mitigative measures that you will commit
to in order to avoid or reduce potential effects

Mitigation plans not presented by Gartner Lee include the following:

• Employee orientation, site induction.

• Wildlife Management Procedures;
- no hunting by employees or contractors;
- do not feed, harass or approach wildlife; 
- maintain a wildlife log; and
- do not approach nest sites or disturb bird habitat.

• Wildlife Habitat Procedures:
- vehicle traffic confined to winter trails; 
- minimize vegetation (trees predominately) removal; and
- do not approach den sites or young.

• Bear Safety Procedures:
- carry bear deterrent equipment when on site; and
- bear awareness training

• Waste Management Procedures:
- Incinerate or remove garbage to suitable landfill (i.e. Yellowknife); and
- emergency spill procedures.
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8.0 CLOSURE

We trust that this submission meets your present requirements.  Please contact any of the
undersigned should there be any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

“Robert Paterson” “Mike Beauregard”

Robert Paterson Mike Beauregard
President, CEO Contract Geologist
Snowfield Development Corporation Yellowknife
Vancouver

“Richard Hoos” “Steve Moore”

Richard A. W. Hoos, M.Sc. R.P. Bio Steve Moore, B.E.Sc., B.A.
Senior Environmental Scientist Wildlife Biologist
Arctic Division, EBA, Vancouver EBA, Yellowknife
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
List of Assessment Reports for Drybones Bay Area
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